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Abstract. With the rapid renovation of Information Technology (IT), knowledge of how to best manage knowledge by IT is an important issue in academic and industrial domains. Furthermore, the Internet incorporates a global standard protocol for access anytime and anywhere, and online applications are currently widespread and rapid growth, including for instance, computer-assisted tutoring system, testing system, distance instruction, digital archive, and e-learning, etc. The main purpose of this study was twofold. First, the study constructed knowledge network learning diagnosis analysis system (KNLDAS) basing on knowledge management to assist teachers in teaching. Second, because of KNLDAS adopting pathfinder network analysis which was a technique be considered similar to concept map analysis to provide strong guidance and students would know what they made mistakes in course and helped them to repair. The results of this study developed that KNLDAS could be applied in knowledge management field in the academic circles by using pathfinder network, concept map and web technology.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of information technology (IT) at the end of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21th, knowledge management have emerged as an important and increasing interest research area in a variety of academic setting. Strides in information technology and improvements in networking technology have driven these paces for rapid growth in new applications of web learning. Generally, numerous application software of teaching diagnosis lacking of sharability and reusability were applied to personal computer and less relied on web service. Furthermore, the examination questions could not customize for teachers in most of teaching diagnosis systems. In view of these points, the research developed knowledge network learning diagnosis analysis system (KNLDAS) which had designed by JAVA programming language and MySQL to cross platform. KNLDAS also provided teachers to define examination questions and indicated some evaluation methods such as pathfinder graph-theoretic distance (GTD), pathfinder correlation index and pathfinder graph for teachers to guide students in the courses.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 describes the literature to conduct in the case-based. This is followed by Section 3 which introduces system architecture, components and analysis method. Section 4 will display the images of system. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper by summarizing and directs advance work in the future.

2. Literature review

Basing on the purposes of the study, this section will illustrate concept map in knowledge representation and pathfinder network for reference.
2.1. Concept map in knowledge representation

Several accepted methods existed for knowledge representation, including rules, frames, semantic networks, concept mapping and knowledge mapping [8, 17]. Concept maps were based on the theory that people think with concepts and that concept maps served to externalize these concepts and improve their thinking [6]. They had been used to help students learn, to gain a static picture of what they knew, and to measure changes in student understanding [2, 5, 9]. Santhanam described it as representing the relationship between concepts in the mind of a learner, teacher or curriculum planner [3]. It was structured around nodes which identify concepts, with these nodes being connected by lines labelled to indicate the relationship between adjacent concepts. Concept mapping had been developed largely in the USA by Novak in order to help students understand, and take charge of their own learning [6]. Kinchin and Hay stated that was particularly important for complex topics where students displayed a fragmentary understanding of a topic and were frequently unable to integrate all the components to form a meaningful overview [4].

2.2. Pathfinder network analysis

The Pathfinder network scaling algorithm was a structural and procedural modeling technique which extracts underlying patterns in proximity data and represents them spatially in a class of networks called Pathfinder Networks (PFNETs) [7, 11]. Manuscripts might be submitted to pathfinder network analysis was a technique which be considered similar to concept map analysis. It was designed basing on network model and graph theory by Schvaneveldt in New Mexico State University to build and analyze knowledge structure [14]. Pathfinder network analysis (PNA) was composed of node and link to describe knowledge structure and compute the distance among each node by pathfinder scaling algorithm [14]. In another words, every node seemed to a concept and the link be represented as relationship amid two concepts. Moreover, every link that not be named implying weight or value purely expresses a level of connection in semantic. There were two different kinds of links, one is edge (indirect link) and another was arc (direct link). Because of the link not be named, it was not easy to understand the structure of network analysis immediately [13]. In recently year, PNA had emerged as an important and increasing interest research issue by psychoanalyst who finds three advantages about PNA follow as:

(1) PNA could express many different categories of relationships of concepts and features [16].
(2) PNA could predict memory retrieval [10] and memory organization [12].
(3) PNA could analysis and compare human mind of knowledge structure and transition [15].

3. System architecture and analysis process

In the section 3, the study will introduce system architecture by graphs and describe components of the system.

3.1. System architecture

The knowledge network learning diagnosis analysis system (KNLDAS) was developed by adopting JAVA, object-oriented platform, and MySQL. The architecture of KNLDAS showed as figure1. It included “System administrative subsystem (SAS)”, “Item-bank examining subsystem (IBES)”, and “Pathfinder network analysis subsystem (PNAS)” to support teachers to capture students’ knowledge structure changed and help teachers to adjust their teaching strategies. The subsystems and functions of KNLDAS described briefly in Tab 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Describe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KNLDAS</td>
<td>KNLDAS consists of SAS, IBES and PNAS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>The subsystem administrates personal data of teachers (administrators) and students. Both of them can create a new account and maintain personal data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBES</td>
<td>Teachers can create and maintain examination questions and examination process. Students only are tested in the subsystem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNAS</td>
<td>The subsystem will produce concept map graph, pathfinder analysis and examination outcome for teachers. Students only can see the outcome after testing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Analysis process

The research adopted pathfinder network analysis which was designed basing on network model and graph theory to diagnosis the students’ learning in the courses. The pathfinder network scaling algorithm was a structural and procedural modeling technique which extracted underlying patterns in proximity data and represents them. The thesis made an example for knowledge representation and evaluation as followed two steps. An examination involved 10 concepts and 20 subjects as the A matrix and the R matrix was the standard answers with 10 subjects. The matrix R x A would be calculated the distance matrix in the first step (show as Fig. 2).

In the second step, using the distance matrix in the first step to compute Euclidean distance (show as Fig 3) which could transform into pathfinder graph-theoretic distance (GTD), pathfinder correlation index and pathfinder graph to help teachers to adjust their teaching strategies in the courses.

Fig. 1: KNLDAS architecture
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**Fig. 2: The process of knowledge representation**
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In the second step, using the distance matrix in the first step to compute Euclidean distance (show as Fig 3) which could transform into pathfinder graph-theoretic distance (GTD), pathfinder correlation index and pathfinder graph to help teachers to adjust their teaching strategies in the courses.

![Evaluation of an individual’s knowledge](image7)

![Fig. 3: Evaluation of an individual’s knowledge](image8)
4. System implement

Armed with above mentioned content in section 3, the thesis would presents the graphs of system implement in the section. In SAS, the teachers would be administrators in the meantime. The teachers could maintain their personal data and all students’ personal data such as add new accounts, change password and delete old accounts (show as Fig. 4).

![Fig. 4: Log in SAS and maintain personal data](image)

![Fig. 5: Create examination questions in IBES](image)

When teachers logged into IBES, teachers could create and maintain examination questions by using the function of add, delete and revise (display as Fig.5). Furthermore, teachers could describe the statements in detail for individual examination question. Nevertheless, the students only could be tested and wrote down the answers. They could not create and maintain examination questions in IBES.

![Fig. 6: The result of diagnosing and examination outcome in PANS](image)

After the students finished the exam and clicked the submit button, PNAS would show the testing of outcomes and examination questions. It not observed the concept map for students. However, teachers could scrutinize the outcomes and concept map in PNAS.

5. Conclusion and future work

The study developed KNLDAS by JAVA language, object-oriented platform, and MySQL. It included “System administrative subsystem (SAS)”, “Item-bank examining subsystem (IBES)” and “Pathfinder network analysis subsystem (PNAS)”. It provided a new evaluation method, in terms of pathfinder network analysis and concept map, to gain a better understanding of knowledge structure of students’ explicit knowledge to support teachers to capture students’ knowledge structure and help teachers to adjust their teaching strategies in the course.
In the future, the research indicated four suggests for other researchers with similar interests. First, programs can adopt Macromedia Flash to make interface friendly and refinedly. Second, because of teachers can not viewed the testing outcomes form many students at one time, the study suggests to intensify the function of showing outcomes to help teachers to adjust their teaching strategies easily. Third, the function of diagnosis analysis in KNLADAS can work, but it must be confirmed the accuracy and efficiency of pathfinder graph and concept map in the future. Fourth, the study suggests that designers can increase the function of combining different types of examination questions such as multiple choice questions, essay questions, matching questions and so on.
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